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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. If OSPF is implemented on the network,
which additional configuration is needed to allow traffic from
host 10.4.1.15/24 to host 10.1.2.20/24?
A. The current design allows traffic between the two hosts.
B. A virtual link between router 3 and router 4
C. A virtual link between router 2 and router 4
D. A virtual link between router 2 and router 3
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
This specific traffic from 10.4.1.0/24 to 10.1.2.0/24 would
work because this traffic crosses only over the single OSPF
area of 0.0.0.1.
However, traffic from hosts on R4 to R1 would indeed need a
virtual link, since area 0.0.0.2 is not connected to the
backbone area of 0.0.0.0.

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is a benefit of HP Flexible LOM technology?
A. Support for both fiber optic and copper connectivity on the
same adapter
B. Support for multiple networking protocols on the same
adapter
C. Ability' to partition one physical network adapter into
multiple functions
D. Ability to select the server's default Ethernet interface
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What schema or report definition type is used to find all
promotions during a specific time period?
Please choose the correct answer. Choose one:
A. Person and Employment Audit
B. Recurring Compensation Information (Date Range)
C. Job Information (Date Range)
D. Employee Central
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Cloud Kicks is currently going through a fast-paced growth of
its sales department. The Sales Director notices that new sales

executives are investing time connecting with existing contacts
who are not influential in furthering the business
relationship. Which two potential solutions can the Consultant
recommend? Choose 2 answers
A. Implement the Account Contact Role feature.
B. Track time invested in a custom field for each contact.
C. Add a Lookup field to Contacts to indicate Influential
Contacts.
D. Add an Influencing Contact multi-select picklist field on
the Account.
Answer: A,D
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